Ø

Mythgard Academy Class: The War of the Ring

Ø

LondonMoot: April 28, 2018

ØBegins Wed. Feb. 14th at 10 PM EST
Øhttps://mythgard.org/academy/war-of-the-ring/
ØLondonmoot.com

Ø

More Regional Moots Coming!

ØSoCal: July 2018
ØOakland: August 2018
ØKansas City: October 2018
ØCharlotte, NC: November 2018
ØComing soon: Northeast, Denver, Toronto

Mythmoot V: June 21-24, 2018
Ø Fried Chicken Run: February 17!
Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Three confirmed balrog deaths: Gothmog is killed by
Echthelion and another is killed by Glorfindel in Gondolin;
Gandalf kills Durin’s Bane.
All other balrogs will have to be killed by the end of the War
of Wrath.
Suggested parallel between Sauron’s One Ring with the 3
elven, the 7 dwarf, and 9 Nazgul rings AND Morgoth’s Iron
Crown with the 3 silmarils, 7 balrogs, and 9 dragons?
In Season 1, 20 Maiar followed Melkor. Arien defected. 10
were killed in the fall of Utumno. Currently leaving 9. Or?
Balrogs cannot take on an army single-handedly. A single
(good) warrior can engage a balrog, though not
successfully wound it except in special cases.
In the margin my father wrote: 'There
should not be supposed more than say
3 or at most 7 ever existed.’
Annals of Aman, HoME X:Morgoth’s Ring

At first, Morgoth thinks the ships signal the Valar
response. Then, he learns it’s Fëanor.
Ø Sauron (and Sauron’s werewolf army) are recalled
to Angband. Sauron’s role?
Ø Gothmog is in the field with an army of orcs - he
sends the orcs against the Noldor.
Ø The werewolves are unable to reinforce the orcs.
Ø The orcs are routed, and flee towards Angband.
The other balrogs, recalled by Morgoth, arrange a
sortie to rescue them and engage Fëanor’s
vanguard. They don’t know they’ve fatally
wounded Fëanor. Whose decision was this?
Ø Thuringwethil brings Sauron news that Tevildo
has found the elves in Menegroth.
Ø

Maedhros’ public disagreement with his father failed,
but likely had consequences for the unity of the
Fëanorean camp. While he is not planning a coup,
some may think he should or fear he might.
Ø Curufin is the most loyal and on board with Fëanor’s
plans, and would see it as his responsibility to make
sure Maedhros stays in line.
Ø Celegorm is all about exploring Middle Earth – finally!
Ø Amras is mourning his twin’s death.
Ø Maglor is Maedhros’ confidant and right-hand man.
Ø Caranthir is a loner, so no one really knows what he
thinks. Likely he is also upset about Amrod.
Ø

…[T]he host of Fëanor went up the long Firth of Drengist that pierced the Echoing
Hills of Ered Lómin, and passed thus from the shores into the great land of Hithlum;
and they came at length to the long lake of Mithrim, and upon its northern shore
made their encampment in the region that bore the same name. But the host of
Morgoth, aroused by the tumult of Lammoth and the light of the burning at Losgar,
came through the passes of Ered Wethrin, the Mountains of Shadow, and assailed
Fëanor on a sudden, before his camp was full-wrought or put in defense;... The
Noldor, outnumbered and taken at unawares, were yet swiftly victorious; for the
light of Aman was not yet dimmed in their eyes, and they were strong and swift, and
deadly in anger, and their swords were long and terrible. The Orcs fled before them,
and they were driven forth from Mithrim with great slaughter, and hunted over the
Mountains of Shadow into the great plain of Ard-galen, that lay northward of
Dorthonion. There the armies of Morgoth that had passed south into the Vale of
Sirion and beleaguered Círdan in the Havens of the Falas came up to their aid, and
were caught in their ruin. For Celegorm, Fëanor's son, having news of them, waylaid
them with a part of the Elven-host, and coming down upon them out of the hills
near Eithel Sirion drove them into the Fen of Serech. Evil indeed were the tidings that
came at last to Angband, and Morgoth was dismayed. Ten days that battle lasted,
and from it returned of all the hosts that he had prepared for the conquest of
Beleriand no more than a handful of leaves.
“Of the Return of the Noldor” The Silmarillion
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The Noldor set up camp by Lake Mithrim. Orcs attack! They
surround the Noldor, who fight back with such force that the
orcs flee. The Noldor pursue.
Celegorm gets news from a scout that more enemies are on
their way; he takes a group of warriors on a different path to
waylay the werewolves. They drive the werewolves into a
swamp.
The elves led by Fëanor come out on Ard-galen and meet
the orcs, who are encircled when Celegorm arrives. This
fight is long.
When most of the orcs are killed, some flee; Fëanor pursues
towards Thangorodrim
Balrogs pour out of Angband and attack Fëanor. He defends
himself well. The sons of Fëanor come to his rescue and the
Balrogs retreat, satisfied that they have wounded Fëanor.

Map from Karen Fonstad’s The Atlas of Middle-earth

Where were the dwarves? Why were they delayed
from reaching the battle?
Ø Dwarves fight Boldog’s retreating army,
decimating his ranks.
Ø Eöl fights alongside the dwarves. He uses a black
sword. Telchar expresses her unease with the
fell spirit of the sword; she and Eöl have a falling
out.
Ø The elves are angry with the dwarves for their
tardiness. The dwarves feel they did exactly what
was asked of them and are very put upon by the
accusation.
Ø The mourning Green Elves do not select a new
leader.
Ø Beleg returns to Menegroth.
Ø

Introduce Tilion and create the Aurora
Ø Hiding of Valinor - Some of the Valar want to
intervene with Fingolfin’s journey, but they have
agreed not to actively help him.
Ø

Ø Ulmo, Varda, Oromë?

Tilion is a hunter - he can be hunting weird
shadow demon things? Either left over from
Ungoliant’s passage or sent by Morgoth.
Ø Tilion and friends make the Aurora to help light
the way across the Helcaraxë.
Ø Reminder: So, Glorfindel is in the group crossing
the Helcaraxë….
Ø

Ø

Session 3-16 on Friday February 23rd

How do we convey Feanor’s knowledge
of the futility of the Noldor war against
Morgoth?
Ø How do we handle the physical
component of the making of the Sun
and Moon?
Ø How much combat with spiders
precedes the Girdle?
Ø

